As someone who farms property in the Central San Joaquin Valley, this flow proposal will have a huge negative impact for our area. It will idle thousands of acres of productive farmland and deny senior water rights holders the water they are legally entitled to. The State Water Resources Control Board plan for the rivers is based on junk science and will not succeed. It will only devastate our region. It appears the board is blinding following this plan. If the SWRCB really cared about enhancing salmon it would work with local water districts who have spent years studying the rivers rather than approving this poor plan that was done behind close doors without any input or discussion with valley stakeholders. Governor Brown directed the SWRCB to try and come up with agreements with the stakeholders but the SWRCB did not even try to come to an agreement. The Board Chairman Felicia Marcus claims in an editorial page to the Sacramento Bee that is plan is way to end the water wars but in the fact just the opposite is going to happen. This forced plan on stakeholders will result in the biggest water war in state history.